Every year the number of ISP's I have to choose from becomes smaller no matter where I live as they choose between themselves how they want to divide the pie we call America. This has become a "monopoly state" only redefined so that they don't have to compete with each other and are granted the greatest slices each while being able to profit most which ultimately means NOT providing adequate service to anyone.

Most consumers are left to choose between two or settle for the one provider in their area. This is not okay. Now they want to remove Net Neutrality?! It is the FCC's Duty to Protect The People and the Communications we use and the Internet MUST remain NEUTRAL. To auction this off to the highest bidder is UN-AMERICAN and shouldn't even be a consideration. The FCC and its' representatives again have a responsibility and a duty to the American public to remain unbiased and within the confines of the law. Be sure that this happens and our Net Neutrality remains protected and not for sale...